
FLORES & 

ALLISON S.L.



About Us

Flores & Allison SL is a Spanish Textile, Apparel sourcing & manufacturing company.

Operating with care, continuous investment and innovation, within our owned and

managed manufacturing bases we take pride in meeting and exceeding all current

environmental guidelines. Keeping in mind the difficulties faced by many young designers,

small businesses, startups, custom clothing to manufacture their own brands. F&A

having its strong network with manufacturers across the globe acts as an intermediate

between the buyer and the manufacturer to design, source, manufacture the merchandise

at ease. We also support our customers by Importing and delivering their products at

doorstep. With vast product and market knowledge and a close eye on trend forecasts,

we’re able to offer a broad selection of designs. Our in-house creative team can develop

products from your own existing design, a mood board, or a fully-defined brief. They can

also create bespoke artwork – whatever works best for you.



To become one of the leading importer 

& distributor of eco-friendly Apparels 

& Textiles in Spain.

Vision
To deliver the client’s requirement

ethically on time with best quality

and effective cost.

Mission



FOUNDER´S
NOTE

A Socially Conscious Brand business

model is the future. Having a socially

conscious brand is indeed the future and

not simply because the way we do things

needs to change on a global scale! If the

aftermath of Covid-19 teaches us anything

it should be to become more globally

conscious, environmentally friendly and

less wasteful of resources. Members may

be new to sustainability practices or want

to take their strategy to the next level. Our

members include textile suppliers, service

providers, manufacturers, brands and

retailers, and farmers.

Director: Raquel Sainz Flores



Our Team
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Sales Head

Laura 
Gomez

Sourcing Head

Moses 
Dharmadas

Director of 
Communications

Allen Jacob 
Rajakumar

Director Executive

Raquel Sainz 
Flores
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Our Services
Services we provide

A company where quality, professionalism

and experience endorse us for collaborating

with large textile manufacturers,

established in the sector for years.

As the motto of our company says, we are

at the customer's service, trying to satisfy

their needs. And one of the ways we have to

achieve this is to avoid intermediaries.

Therefore, all our products go directly from

the factory to the end customer.

Prompt service and maximum quality at the

best price! Companies satisfied with the

result. And you will ask yourself, what do

we do?

We can work with your brand whatever

your design, since we have the necessary

tools to bring it to reality. We can convert

your idea into a garment, a cushion cover

or a bag to go shopping. Just let us know

what we must manufacture for you and we

take care of the rest. For your peace of

mind, go to the testimonials section and

thus be able to read various comments from

some of our clients.

Our motto is “TO SERVE ON TIME”

We are in continuous control in the

production process.

Flores & Allison S.L. www.floresandallison.es
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Our Services

Flores & Allison S.L. www.floresandallison.es

Design

A design process to suit your project.

With vast product and market knowledge and a close eye on trend forecasts, we’re able to

offer a broad selection of designs. Our in-house creative team can develop products from

your own existing design, a mood board, or a fully-defined brief. They can also create

bespoke artwork – whatever works best for you.

Source

Focused mill-management, for an efficient supply chain.

To maintain our strict ethical and environmental policies, we design, implement and

manage an audited supply chain – spanning from the Far East to the Europe. Sourcing

everything from components to the finished product, we have established relationships with

our supply chain partners, and work flexibly with our overseas offices.
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Our Services

Flores & Allison S.L. www.floresandallison.es

Manufacture

Market-leading manufacturing process.

To effectively manage risk, stay on schedule and closely monitor resources, we use an

independently audited management system. This means that all of our products are made

to a determined standard, whether that’s in the Spain or abroad. We have a knowledgeable,

experienced product team too, so we can help you find solutions specific to your project.

Quality Control

Quality control team to monitor the process.

Our quality control team will stick to the level of acceptance of a goods or services. For the

textile and apparel industry, product quality is calculated in terms of quality and standard

of fibers, yarns, fabric construction, color fastness, designs and the final finished garments.
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Our Services

Flores & Allison S.L. www.floresandallison.es

Packaging

Sustainable packaging processes.

Sustainable packaging refers to the sourcing, development, and use of packaging solutions

that have minimal environmental impact and footprint. We are working with Sustainable

Packaging Industries specialized in eco-friendly packaging made from recycled cardboard

and 100% recyclable.

Transport

From the intricate to the everyday.

We’re adaptable when it comes to getting products from A to B, offering everything from

direct container shipment to direct dispatch for Spain held stock and e-commerce projects

from our own Spain-based warehousing. Fully integrated stock management systems give us

visibility of every stage, from PO to delivery.
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Flores & Allison is an independent platform made for people who like fashion and style but are

concerned about the current practices of the fashion industry.

We are looking for humane and sustainable alternative options without compromising on our look.

Together let’s try to understand the major problems of the fashion industry in terms of environmental

and human impact, and find durable solutions to improve our shopping habits.

“Sustainable” refers to products that have been designed and made to have a lesser impact on the

environment by reducing their consumption of natural resources and improve the working conditions

and economic security of those making the product. We, at F&A take up the responsibility to modify

design ideas to ensure that sustainability issues are taken into consideration when making decisions

about the choice of materials, use of Packaging materials and method of manufacture.

RECYCLED COTTON YARN:

Recycled cotton is re-purposed, post-industrial or post-consumer cotton that would otherwise be deemed

straight up: waste for the landfill.
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Benefits: 

✓ Requires less water and energy compared to growing virgin cotton. 

✓ Not required to re-dye thus saving pollution to land from more chemicals and fertilizers. 

✓ Fabric waste and cuttings are re-used. 

✓ No color bleeding. 

✓ Economical pricing for consumer. 

Limitations:

✓ Since the re-cycled yarn is shredded from available fabric cut-offs, roll ends and damaged fabrics there 

are only certain colors available in the market. 

✓ There will be shade variations to the lot of yarn procured because of the availability. 

✓ They are not 100% cotton. As a part of manufacturing process 20% polyester is mixed for strength and 

durability to the yarn. 
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ORGANIC COTTON YARN:

Organic cotton is grown using methods and materials that have a low impact on the environment.

Organic production systems replenish and maintain soil fertility, reduce the use of toxic and persistent

pesticides and fertilizers, and build biologically diverse agriculture.

Benefits:

✓ Reduces uses of Chemicals fertilizers and toxic pesticides

✓ Soil strength is preserved

✓ No genetically modified Cotton is used.

✓ Better working conditions for farmers.

Cons:

✓ Pricing is a bit on the higher side than regular cotton.

✓ Testing and certification required.
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Our Products
Products we create

Apparels for 
Men, Women & Kids

Shirts and T-shirts are our

specialty. However, we also make

sweatshirts, pullovers, blouses,

tops and dresses. Any garment

can include all kinds of

ornaments, embroidery, patterns

and prints, with the design and

style you want. Let us know your

need and we will get down to work

in the manufacture of your design

as you wish.

Cotton bags
& Home Furnishings

In a house there are many decorative

elements that are needed to fill it

with colour and life. Therefore, we do

not want anything missing in your

home and we have taken care to be

able to provide all kinds of essential

items for you. Going through the

kitchen, dining room, bathroom and

bedroom. Among others, within our

services you will find curtains,

aprons, table covers, cushions, rugs,

etc. And in what has to do with bags,

our specialty is shopping bags, with

beautiful designs and different

compartments so you can carry the

most orderly shopping, without fear

that something may break.

Uniforms 
& Work Wear

Manufacture of custom uniforms.

Depending on the company and the

characteristics of the job, we will

advise you to make the best

workwear. As for bedsheets, it can

be used for health centres,

hospitals, residences and hotels.

For the purpose of the service to be

used, the weight and composition

will vary, but always with the best

quality. And when it comes to

towels, both those used in hotels

and hospitals are made in such a

way that they resist even laundries

with the most powerful washing

machines.

Flores & Allison S.L. www.floresandallison.es
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PACKAGING: 

LABELS AND TAGS: 

✓ 100% Recycled Polyester Yarn can be used to produce your woven labels.

✓ Procuring Organic Tags. It is of skin friendly material and is certified.

✓ Recycled Paper Tags are also sourced from shredded paper thus conserving paper usage.

✓ Recycled LDPE TAGS is a material which is sourced from pre-consumer plastic waste. This waste

would otherwise end up in landfill and therefore is a sustainable alternative to standard plastic.



Organic Baby Clothes
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Flores & Allison is one of the most trusted organic baby clothing manufacturers in international markets when it

comes to premium quality Baby clothing and baby care accessories. We are well-known baby clothes

manufacturers famous for making world-class apparel and accessories and while making these clothes our

specialized team makes sure that the raw materials that are used and the trims and accessories needed are of top

quality and in compliance with international standards.

We are GOTS certified organic cotton baby clothes manufacturers. We can manufacture natural and organic baby

and children clothing from new-born babies to girls and boys up to 10 years with wide range of best quality

designed organic clothes. Organic cotton and bamboo baby's clothes designed for baby's delicate skin along with

baby essentials like bodysuits, burp cloths, bibs and rompers.

Our line of Organic Baby Clothing includes



Men's Apparels
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Flores & Allison is one of the most trusted clothing manufacturers in international markets when it comes to

premium quality men’s clothing and men’s wear accessories. We are well-known men clothes manufacturers

famous for making world-class men’s apparel and accessories and while making these clothes our specialized team

makes sure that the raw materials that are used and the trims and accessories needed are of top quality and in

compliance with international standards.

We can manufacture the latest in Men's fashion to everyday men's clothing, as your great value manufacturer we

are sure to have something to suit your needs. We have lots of popular styles available for the modern man.

Whether your focus is on fit and fabric or making a statement in logo-laden prints, our selection of men's designer

t-shirts has something for everyone.

Our line of Men’s Apparels includes



Women's Apparels
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Flores & Allison is one of the most trusted clothing manufacturers in international markets when it comes to

premium quality Women’s clothing and women’s wear accessories. We are well-known women clothes

manufacturers famous for making world-class apparel and accessories and while making these clothes our

specialized team makes sure that the raw materials that are used and the trims and accessories needed are of top

quality and in compliance with international standards.

We can manufacture the latest in Women's fashion to everyday women's clothing, as your great value

manufacturer we are sure to have something to suit your needs. We have lots of popular styles available for the

modern woman. Whether your focus is on fit and fabric or making a statement in logo-laden prints, our selection

of women's designer t-shirts has something for everyone.

Our line of Women's Apparels includes



Aprons & Kitchen linen set
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Flores & Allison is one of the most trusted organic baby clothing manufacturers in international markets when it

comes to premium quality Baby clothing and baby care accessories. We are well-known baby clothes

manufacturers famous for making world-class apparel and accessories and while making these clothes our

specialized team makes sure that the raw materials that are used and the trims and accessories needed are of top

quality and in compliance with international standards.

We can manufacture luxury pyjamas and nightwear accessories for men, Women and kids. Whether you're

warming up, cooling down or taking a rest day, do so in comfort with our range of tracksuits created with Flores &

Allison. We can manufacture tracksuits made out of cotton, polyester, terry cloth, or a mix. Providing Variety of

Sleepwear’s with Different Materials. Great Pyjamas & Tracksuits Quality and Strong Production Capacity Fulfil

Your Requirements. Fancy Production Design. High Quality Ensure. Great Customer Service. Fast Delivery.

Our line of Pyjamas & Tracksuits includes



Cotton Bags & Laundry Bins
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Flores & Allison is one of the most trusted clothing manufacturers in international markets when it comes to

premium quality cotton bags & laundry baskets. We are well-known cotton bags & laundry baskets manufacturers

famous for making world-class cotton bags & laundry baskets and while making these products our specialized

team makes sure that the raw materials that are used and the trims and accessories needed are of top quality and

in compliance with international standards.

Cotton Bags helps eco-system by avoiding plastic bags. We can manufacture various types of cotton bags for your

various needs. We manufacture high quality bags with ethical production and sustainable materials. We can

manufacture the range of promotional cotton and drawstring bags here printed with your logo. Request a quote.

Make your laundry easy to sort and store, with laundry baskets, bins and bags from Flores & Allison.

Our line of Cotton Bags & laundry Baskets includes



Pyjamas & Tracksuits
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Flores & Allison is one of the most trusted clothing manufacturers in international markets when it comes to

premium quality pyjamas and tracksuits. We are well-known pyjamas and tracksuits manufacturers famous for

making world-class apparel and accessories and while making these clothes our specialized team makes sure that

the raw materials that are used and the trims and accessories needed are of top quality and in compliance with

international standards.

We can manufacture aprons with natural or synthetic fabrics such as chambray, cotton and linen or polyester.

Our aprons can be easily laundered and are very lightweight for hot kitchens. Dish wash towels are an important

item to have in the kitchen, as it allows you to have clean hands to clean up messes and spills and even offers a

surface for drying dishes and utensils. We can manufacture kitchen towels with different materials such as linen,

bamboo, microfiber, and cotton.

Our line of Pyjamas & Tracksuits includes



Cushion Covers & Blankets
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Flores & Allison is one of the most trusted garment manufacturers in international markets when it comes to

premium quality cushion covers & blankets. We are well-known cushion covers & blankets manufacturers famous

for making world-class apparel and accessories and while making these garments our specialized team makes sure

that the raw materials that are used and the trims and accessories needed are of top quality and in compliance

with international standards.

We can manufacture cushion covers that provide people with a very innovative option to decorate your couches

and home. When it comes to the types and variety of the cushion covers, then sky is the only limit. We can

manufacture so much of the designs and types that you will never get short of options to decorate your home

interior with the most appropriate and desirable type of cushion covers. There is no single option that is the perfect

choice. Aside from there being many kinds of blankets, there are also different blanket material types.

Our line of Cushion Covers & Blankets includes



Place Mats & Runners
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Flores & Allison is one of the most trusted Garments manufacturers in international markets when it comes to

premium quality place mats & runners. We are well-known place mats & runners manufacturers famous for

making world-class apparel and accessories and while making these clothes our specialized team makes sure that

the raw materials that are used and the trims and accessories needed are of top quality and in compliance with

international standards.

A placemat is a piece of fabric, vinyl or woven material that is placed under a place setting and is designed to

protect the dining table underneath. We can manufacture placemats not only protect your dinner table from water

marks, food stains or scratches, but they also help you give your table setting the look you want. A table runner is

designed to ensure your table or a surface on which you are working smoothly and does not suffer from wear or

tear.

Our line of Place mats & Runners includes



Uniforms & Work wear
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Flores & Allison is one of the most trusted clothing manufacturers in international markets when it comes to

premium quality uniforms and work wear. We are well-known uniforms and work wear manufacturers famous for

making world-class apparel and accessories and while making these clothes our specialized team makes sure that

the raw materials that are used and the trims and accessories needed are of top quality and in compliance with

international standards.

Being one of the very few Corporate Clothing suppliers that manufacture our own range of both women’s and

men's uniforms. A leading supplier of Staff Uniforms, Corporate Clothing and Workwear high quality, customized

staff uniforms and workwear. We supply a huge range of different workwear options and can source what you

require. We only use and supply the very best quality uniforms, shirts and workwear.

Our line of Uniforms & Work wear includes



Contact Us

FLORES & ALLISON SL

SPAIN | INDIA

BLOQUE ST. LUCAS ESC.F, LOCAL 1
43007 TARRAGONA, ESPAÑA

(+34) 685013723

www.floresandallison.es
info@floresandallison.es

Thank You.


